
  

   
  

 

Italy and Spain,  
sisters but not twins 

 
The relationship between Spain and Italy is paradoxical. They are two countries 
that attract each other, but sometimes they refuse each other. It's been centuries 
since the Spanish armies left Naples and Milan. The Mussolini aviation bombarded 
Catalonia in 1937-39, while in the same years Carlo Rosselli launched his anti-
fascist proclamation from Radio Barcelona. There aren't pending causes. However 
between both countries one thing very peculiar is happening: as the  Spanish and 
the Italians know each other, they discover that their ways of being are different 
from what initially appears. Spain oscillates between the Atlantic Ocean and 
Mediterranean Sea, Italy between Mediterranean Sea and the Mitteleuropa. 
Spain is very occidental, in Spain the land known in ancient times ended 
(Finisterre); Italy has some gates that conduct to the Orient: Venices and Adriatic 
gates. Italy has a very strong lobby, Spain hasn't. Spain has a strong economic and 
cultural presence in Latin America and Italy focusses its presence in Argentine.  
Spain's major capital is a language spoken by 400 millons people around the world, 
and the Italian great power is the incredible capacity of seeing the Made in  Italy 
all over the planet. 
 
Spain has an antique state of considerable and complete complexity which in 
certain periods, come into eruption - Now it is happening in Catalonia -, Italy is the 
youngest occidental European state and it controls  the regional power with 
caution.  
Italy maintains a very powerful industrial enclave in the North; Spain bets too much 
on the real estate investments and on services, and now it  is suffering from it.  
italian and Spanish teenagers have a lot of difficulty to find a job. there are 
unemployed people that are going through a bad moment in both countries. Italy 
has an excess public debt;  Spain has an excess of private debt. 
Italy suceeded in obtaining important  strategic positions in the spanish economy 
(Endesa, the principal electrical society, is property of Enel and Mediaset possess 



  

   
  

a prevalent position in the ambit of private television) and Spain has just succeeded 
in breaking the italian “bolt” (Abertins couldn't buy motorway) 
Spain and Italy searched for an exclusive and preferential relationship with 

Germany as long as they realised that they had 
to put  their forces together. 
In the Europe Council of 28th-29th June, they 
discovered that from “the union of weak” a new 
force could come out. Something changed in 
Europe on 29th June. The union of Spain and 
Italy, supported by France, has unloked the 
device of financial help and it has sent a strong 

signal to markets: euro is going to resist. 
One last data: the Italian and Spanish commercial  business transactions are about 
40.000 billion euros. 
 Italy and Spain, sisters but not twins.  
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